
File a Formal Complaint - Andrew Saturn 

Andrew	Saturn		(Wed,	8	Nov	at	11:35	AM)	via	Portal	Meta	
I requested to inspect books (via emails and phone voicemails) and my requests were ignored. I gave 24 
hours notice as required by law. My last requests were sent  via email the day before election day (Nov 6) 
and I have still not received a response. 
 
I am concerned by outside groups which poured tens of thousands of dollars into campaigns for a non-
partisan Port Commissioner race, and with the hints of coordination with candidates and other so-called 
"non profits" and "property rights advocates," I felt it was reasonable to ask to see their books. 
  
Attack ads sent via postal mail and citing this group as the funding source are still not listed in the most 
recent reports. RCW says books should be current to within a day. 
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Hello

Been trying to reach someone to set up a time to inspect your books per
state law.

Let me know.

Thanks

--001a114e46a44e363c055d5cc661
Content-Type: text/html; charset="UTF-8"

<div dir="ltr">Hello<div><br></div><div>Been trying to reach someone to set up a time to inspect your books per 
state law.</div><div><br></div><div>Let me know.</div><div><br></div><div>Thanks</div><div><br></div>
<div><br></div></div>

--001a114e46a44e363c055d5cc661--
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Hello

Per state law, I'd like to take a look at your books tomorrow.

https://www.pdc.wa.gov/browse/campaign-explorer/committee?filer_id=THURAH%20506&election_year=2017

Let me know when and where would be most convenient for you.

Thanks!

--94eb2c1461ecb55b1d055d5cc03c
Content-Type: text/html; charset="UTF-8"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<div dir=3D"ltr">Hello<div><br></div><div>Per state law, I&#39;d like to ta=
ke a look at your books tomorrow.</div><div><br></div><div><a href=3D"https=
://www.pdc.wa.gov/browse/campaign-explorer/committee?filer_id=3DTHURAH%2050=
6&amp;election_year=3D2017">https://www.pdc.wa.gov/browse/campaign-explorer=
/committee?filer_id=3DTHURAH%20506&amp;election_year=3D2017</a><br></div><d=
iv><br></div><div>Let me know when and where would be most convenient for y=
ou.</div><div><br></div><div>Thanks!</div></div>

--94eb2c1461ecb55b1d055d5cc03c--
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